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Surface Ship Modernization Efforts

Surface Ship Modernization Program Office (PMS 407) is responsible for:

- Modernization Policy,
- Advanced Planning and Execution,
- Integration of new technologies,
- Contracting strategy; and
- Planning yard functions for surface ship modernization availabilities

Provides critical warfighting improvements to the Fleet and enable U.S. Navy platforms to achieve their mission relevant service life.
Amphibious Modernization Efforts

USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6)
In Progress

USS Mesa Verde (LPD 19)
In Progress

USS Mesa Verde (LPD 22)
In Progress

USS Tortuga (LSD 46)
In Progress
CRUDES Modernization Efforts

- USS O’Kane (DDG 77) In Progress
- USS Howard (DDG 83) In Progress
- USS Cowpens (CG 63) In Progress
- USS Anzio (CG 68) In Progress